
 
 

How to Optimize Video during Virtual Care Using Screenshots and other Features 

 

Screenshots 

A screenshot is taking a static picture of what is happening during a live video session.  There are a variety of 

reasons you might want to take a screenshot including: 

 For assessment purposes to show: 

o Posture/Position – use this as a reference when completing your assessment.  When doing an in-

person assessment we might have an opportunity to repeat the position or maintain it longer to 

ensure we take notes, this is harder virtually so having a photo ensures you have the info you need 

later.  

o Range of Motion – a caregiver or the client can move the joint through the range and you can take a 

screenshot at the end. This provides a reasonable idea of the available range and gives a reference 

(both for range and set up) for re-assessment in the future. There are also apps that can help you 

measure it from the picture. 

o Comparing equipment/positions – you could take a screenshot of the client in different 

equipment/positions and then compare to determine the best option. 

 Immediate feedback to the client: 

o Some clients and/or caregivers are visual learners.  Take a screenshot and then share immediately to 

show them what was working well, where there could be improvements, what changes you 

recommend.  Use the annotate feature to draw on the photo to illustrate your comments.  

 To create a custom exercise handout 

 Picture cues 

o Take screenshots of activities to then use as visual cues for an activity, choice making, or for a visual 

schedule for your session 

 Annotate a website 

o Take a screenshot of a website, share with the client, and then use the annotate feature to add 

notes/highlight key information.  

 

Before using Screenshots that involve a photo of the client: 

 Find out how to take a screenshot on your device and where that screenshot is saved 

 Make sure to get and document consent from the client and explain why you are using this tool.  This is 

best to do at the beginning of the session so you are prepared when the moment arises. 

 If you share the screenshot during the session both you and the client have the ability to save the photo 

and any annotations using the “save” button on the annotate task bar. 

 You can email the client a copy of the photo, but be sure to document their request and consent and if 

possible edit the photo to blur their face before doing so. 

 You should print the photo, add it to the file and/or upload to AlayaCare, and then delete the photo from 

your device. 

 

Turning off or Highlighting Video 

 If a client is distracted by their image, have them hide their own video screen by selecting “hide self view” 

by right clicking on their video image or clicking on the “…” in the top right hand corner of their video. You 

will still be able to see them but they won’t be able to see themselves.  

 Alternatively, if you want the caregiver and or the client to be able to see their video better, have them “Pin” 

their video by choosing that option in the menu when you click on the “…” in the top right hand corner of 

their video. It is also good for you to always have their video pinned so you aren’t looking at yourself every 

time you speak!  On an iPhone or iPad, just click on the video you want to be featured.   


